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HIS book is the translation, updated and increased, of a 
scientific work appeared in 2002 to the University Press 

of Angers. In about fifteen years he allowed to renew pro-
foundly the researches on the engineer and the economist 
Jules Dupuit (1804-1866). This new version contains two big 
parts: the first one studies the intellectual path which goes of 
engineer's calculation to the theory of the utility. The second 
draft of the economic analysis of this author, so important in 
the history of the analytical thought of the economy and the 
management. As a supplement to selected works published in 
2009 in Paris in the Publishing Economica, This new book 
can interest the economists, the administrators, the sociolo-
gists and all the historians who want to understand the analyti-
cal progress of this prolific author, working at the heart of the 
French XIXth century. He can boost in turn the international 
search on Jules Dupuit. 

 

The editors of the work are Jean-Pascal SIMONIN, a professor at the University of 
Angers, and François VATIN, professor at the University Paris West. The book 
benefited from a help to the publication of the Center of Economy of the University 
Paris North and from a support of the Group of study and from analysis of the eco-
nomic thought of the University of Angers. The translation in English is of Chris 
Hinton and Luc Marco's lay-out. 

 

Illustration of cover: lithography of the Bridge of Angers which was built ac-
cording to Jules Dupuit's indications. Collection J.-P. Simonin. 
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